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Big Picture

The Scioto Mile in the heart of downtown
Columbus.
Photo by Collins Laatsch
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flooded as singles across the campus
join together in hopes of avoiding
all damn Instagram posts of couples
seemingly living their best couples
lives together. (Trust me, it’s not as
glamorous as it looks. He probably
ordered something like grilled
chicken with mashed potatoes and
French fries and she got a salad
because she ate beforehand because
she was worried she wasn’t going
to like the restaurant he picked.
Happens all the time.)
But regardless of your attempts to
avoid the couples pics, you are bound
to stumble on one. Or two. Or seven.
Holy shit, do they ever end? And for
whatever weird reason, Hallmark’s
little spell on February plants a little
seed in your head and eventually you
go out and test the waters. This too,
happens all the time.
Aaand that’s why we are talking
about sex. More specifically, how
campus gets down.
February has inherently gone
hand-in-hand with all things related
to love: the gushy get-together story,
the rip your heart out breakup, and
the sex that comes with both and in
between. But modern love is so much
different now-a-days. With Snapchat,
Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook
(eh, kinda) taking over our lives, the
game done changed. You are forever
connected with your significant
other, your crush, and your ex.
Alas, it seems sexual reminders and
frustrations of current and past are
just unavoidable. Might as well talk
about it.

5
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Q

uick, look around the room.
Your parents aren’t here, are
they? Phew. Ok Good.
Just kidding. We’re all adults
here and it’s time to talk about
the one thing that’s on your mind
nearly as much as food: Sex. And
with Valentine’s Day right around
the corner, even your food is kind of
sexual.
Heart shaped Reese’s Cups are
always a hit to spice up the mood.
Losing the intimacy? Nothing a bag
of cherry flavored Hershey Kisses
can’t fix. Looking to tell that special
someone, “I think we should leave
this bar and go back to my place and
maybe have some casual sex?” You
don’t play any games, buddy. You just
fucking ask.
And that’s something I feel
pretty strongly about, so let’s make
something clear before we dive in
this month. Sexual assault and sexual
abuse are absolutely no laughing
matter. It’s cruel; it’s inhumane; it’s
selfish—there’s not enough words
nor space on this page for me to sum
up just how heinous it is for a person
to commit such an act on another
human being. Fellas, it’s time we take
a step back and reevaluate how we
treat and talk to women.
Anyways.
Valentine’s
Day
is
practically
trademarked,
copyrighted, and burned into our
brains by Hallmark. Everyone who
has a bae is gearing up for a romantic
dinner and more than likely going
to see the new Fifty Shades movie.
Everyone who was too late on the
early release of the movie tickets
will scurry about exploring the city,
having a romantic night in, or chalk
it up as an L and get drunk as shit. All
perfectly fine.
Meanwhile the bars will be
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“We should perform oral sex on each other.”

2.
“We can have sex, but wear a condom
because I’m not trying to have a baby.”

3.
“Meet me at the Tom W. Davis Clocktower.”
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“Do you want to have casual sex and listen
to some David Bowie afterwards?”
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Wor d on th e
Story By SA RA STACY

Buckeye Plague out in full force

OSU puts the “NO” in Snow Days

Buckeyes were welcomed back to campus this semester with the
worst outbreak of influenza in years, totaling 25 cases in just the
first week of class. To make matters worse, the flu shot was only
10 percent effective this year. The ass-kicking strain going around
this year is called H3N2, and it brings body aches, fever, and a
overwhelming appreciation for all of the times you weren’t sick.
Side effects also include curling up in a ball on the couch, wishing
you could breathe through your nose, and a deep resentment of
the healthy and well. The flu can be deadly, so wash your hands
frequently, and cool it on making out with strangers at Bullwinkles
for a few weeks.

Every year students hope for one snow day, but Ohio State’s
administration has to weigh the odds of any one of 50,000
students dying of hypothermia against losing out on $300,000 of
lost revenue. Money usually wins, as always at OSU. In the last 40
years, the university has closed 12 times; most recently in 2014. If
you really want a snow day, you probably have more luck praying
to the climate change gods for a “Day After Tomorrow” caliber
snowstorm than repeatedly bugging administration on Twitter
about it every time Columbus sees more than five inches of snow.

Columbus enters The Thunderdome

Take a bus to see Chelsea Handler

to become Amazon’s HQ2 city

OUAB is bringing the comedian to the Athenaeum on Feb. 2. It’s OK if
you don’t know where or what the hell that is, OUAB will also provide
busing. We’re not sure what the conversation will be about, but with
her most recent work being focused on activism, she probably has
a lot to say about literally everything happening in the world right
now. Handler got her start in comedy after a group of DUI offenders
found her story of drunk driving funny, and is best known for her
E! Network show “Chelsea Lately.” Since the conclusion of “Chelsea
Lately” in 2014, she has tried to reinvent her image by working on
more serious projects, and now she has made a truly inspirational
journey from DUI to activist.

Our corporate overlords are—shockingly, to the rest of
the country—considering little ‘ol Columbus as one of the
potential cities for Amazon’s HQ2. Other cities on the list
include Austin (back at it again trying to steal our thunder),
New York, Boston, and Denver. If we’re picked, Amazon will
invest $5 billion into building its new corporate playground
here, and the rest of the country might stop confusing Ohio
with Idaho. Additionally, the winning city will see 50,000
new jobs and an extra hour of commute time. The next step
is for Columbus to choose the names of the boy and girl it’ll
send to Seattle to fight to the death. (That’s how this works,
right?)

10
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Badfish: a
tribute to
Sublime

SHIT TO DO

Party with Badfish,
a longstanding Sublime tribute band, and
hang out at a coveted Columbus music
venue: the Newport. For $18, you probably
won’t find something more worthwhile to
do on a Saturday night.

Living in Columbus means there’s
never a shortage of events to go to,
parties to hit up, and musicians to
check out. This list is curated by the
editors here at 1870 Magazine, but we
are always on the lookout for the next
must see event! Have an event you feel
the world must know about? Shoot us
an email at editor@1870mag.com!

4

WEB: newportmusichall.tickets.expert
COTA: 2

Ohio State Men’s
Basketball vs. Iowa

14

WEB: ohiostatebuckeyes.com
COTA: 1

WEB: Probably Tinder.

After beating Iowa 92-81 on Jan. 4, OSU
may have this game in the bag, considering
that Iowa has dropped three Big Ten games
by double figures. *sips tea*

Ohio State Men’s
Basketball vs. Illinois

After the Buckeyes men’s squad rolled
through January with a big win over No. 1 ranked
Michigan State, they look to take on the reeling
Fighting Illini at the Schott. Who thinks KBD will
drop another 30?

Building off the momentum from “Tell Them
We Are Rising,” the Multicultural Center will
also be providing supportive space for selfidentified women of color students in hopes
to bring them together in celebration of their
varying perspectives and experiences with race
and gender at the core.

6

Columbus Blue Jackets
vs. Washington Capitals

The playoffs are still a few months away,
but the Jackets look like they are already in
playoff form. Even if the Jackets take an L against the
Capitals at Nationwide, it’s always a treat watching
Alex Ovechkin tear up opposing defenses.

WEB: mcc.osu.edu
COTA: 2

WEB: nhl.com/bluejackets
COTA: 8

15

Columbus
Comedy Olympics
at Shrunken
Head

CHICAGO

Murder, sex, and all that jazz. The Palace Theatre will
present this Broadway play for only one week, so don’t
waste any time waiting to getting tickets.

WEB: columbus.broadway.com/shows/chicago-baa/
COTA: 2L

8

Last season, this game earned OSU a spot
in the Big Ten season title with a 73-34
final score. Will last year’s triumph be
replicated?

WEB: ohiostatebuckeyes.com
COTA: 1

Love is in the air, Hallmark
cards sales are skyrocketing,
and reservations at nice
restaurants are booking up fast. Find someone
special, and enjoy the holiday dedicated to love
(and heart-shaped candy).

Say Her Name:
Women Of Color Cohort

WEB: ohiostatebuckeyes.com
COTA: 1

Ohio State
Women’s
Basketball
vs. Rutgers

Valentine’s Day

COSI After Dark:
COSI Olympics

This monthly 21+ event gives big kids a
chance to geek out and explore. Hang out
and enjoy concessions, a cash bar, and
ride the High Wire Unicycle!

WEB: cosi.org/adults/cosi-after-dark
COTA: 2
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Tell Them
We Are
Rising: The
Story of
Black Colleges
and Universities

Hang out, have a few laughs, and sip on some
local beers while these Columbus comedians
compete to win the gold for categories
including Best Gag Fall, Best Beer Chugger,
and Best Mystery Set.

WEB: theshrunkenheadcolumbus.com
COTA: 1

John Heffron
at the Funny Bone

Hang out with the Multicultural Center
and watch a screening of “Tell Them
We Are Rising” as we celebrate Black
History Month on campus.

Need a laugh? John Heffron, winner of season
two of Last Comic Standing, is sure to deliver.
Head over to the Funny Bone at Easton Town
Center between Feb. 15 to Feb. 18 for a chance
to witness his self-effacing live material.

WEB: mcc.osu.edu
COTA: 2

WEB: columbus.funnybone.com
COTA: 31
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17

NEXT
MONTH

Big Ten Women’s
Swimming
Championship

It might be cold outside, but the
pool is heating up in Columbus as the Big Ten
conference comes to town to see who will be
crowned champions of the Women’s Swimming
Championship.

15

Talib Kweli
with Niko IS

WEB: bigten.org
COTA: 1

Stopping at Ace of
Cups on his Radio
Silence tour, Talib Kweli brings social
awareness and political insight to
the hip-hop scene. The MC from
Brooklyn has been in the industry
for over 20 years, so it goes
without saying that he’s coming
to bring the heat and showcase
his top-tier lyricism with guest,
Niko IS.

18

Ohio State Women’s
Basketball vs.
Purdue

Can the Boilermakers of Purdue
slow down Kelsey Mitchell and the Buckeyes’
women’s squad? Probably not.

WEB: ohiostatebuckeyes.com
COTA: 1

WEB: aceofcupsbar.com
COTA: 2

Little Big Town with
Kacey Musgraves
and Midland
The Grammy award-winning
quartet will be taking over the
Schott for a night alongside Kacey
Musgraves and Midland. Come out
and celebrate your country music
fandom, or realize a love for it that
you didn’t know was there.

WEB: schottensteincenter.com
COTA: 1

Lewis Black - The
Joke’s On Us Tour

Not enough screaming in your life?
Spend your Thursday night getting
reamed out by Lewis Black as you
laugh your ass off at the Palace
Theatre. Witness Black’s unique
comedic style live as a part of his
one-night stop in Columbus on his
coast-to-coast tour.

23

OTL: The
Hunchback of
Notre Dame 2018
Winter Musical

Off the Lakes productions presents The Hunchback
of Notre Dame as its 2018 winter musical. Come out
to follow the adventures of Quasimodo on Feb. 23
and 24 as well as March 2 and 3.

WEB: ohiounion.osu.edu
COTA: 2

WEB: livenation.com
COTA: 2L
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It’s that time of year for you gym rats
and muscle heads to make your way
to the annual Arnold Classic Fitness EXPO at
the Greater Columbus Convention Center. For
only $20 a day, convention goers can visit over
1000 booths featuring the latest and greatest
in sports equipment, apparel, and nutrition,
in addition to witnessing the non-stop
competitions and entertainment from athletes
around the world!

WEB: arnoldsportsfestival.com/expo
COTA: 1, 2

AWOLNATION
- Here Come
the Runts
Tour

14

1

The
Arnold Fitness EXPO

Titanic:
The Musical

AWOLNATION comes to the Columbus
Palace Theatre to showcase music from
their new album Here Come the Runts,
including their new single “Seven Sticks
of Dynamite”. The show will also feature
opening performances from Nothing But
Thieves and Irontom.

The 20th century catastrophe
comes to life for a week of
performances at the Columbus
Performing Arts Center.
Audiences are welcome to join
and witness the true stories of
her passengers and crew before
her fateful demise that April
morning.

WEB: livenation.com
COTA: 2L

WEB: columbusmakesart.com
COTA: 1

2

Who’s Bad: The
Ultimate Michael
Jackson Experience

Miss the King of Pop? Never had
a chance to see him live before his untimely
passing? Don’t miss the chance to catch Who’s
Bad when they come to the Newport. Who’s
Bad is the longest running Michael Jackson
tribute in the world, performing all over the
globe since 2004. MJ may be gone, but the
thrill and excitement of his concert experience
lives on.

WEB: newportmusichall.tickets.expert
COTA: 2
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28
days
of
music:

february
Sto ry by lex vegas

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14

Tiny Moving Parts @ Ace of Cups- Emotional pop-rock will either
cure or compound your seasonal depression.
Groundhog’s Day Party @ Spacebar - One of the city’s
best venues hosts a killer Ohio rock line-up you’ll wish you
could watch every day over and over and over and over…

Poppy @ A&R Bar - You don’t know Poppy? Poppy is everything. Go
search Poppy. We’ll wait here.
Justin Timberlake @ Super Bowl - No venue dares to compete
with the biggest sporting event of the year, so watch JT kill it from
the comfort of your couch, and be happy you aren’t in Minneapolis with him. Hopefully, this performance will have less
“wardrobe malfunctions.”

Hang Tight @ Donatos Basement- Grungy pop-punk will make you
wish there was more room to skateboard in this little venue; alas, a
good mosh pit will have to suffice.
Flint Eastwood @ The Basement- Michigan-bred electropop queen has been proving she’s the real deal at major
festivals across the U.S. Lorde and Beyonce better watch
the throne.

Sad Baxter @ Spacebar- Sludgy garage pop duo from Nashville
crafts tunes that sound like the entire 90’s decade rolled into one
album, and we mean that as a compliment.
Enter Shikari @ A&R Music Bar- Spazzy Brits play their
disco-rock for tens of thousands in their homeland, but
catch them up close and personal when they hit Columbus.

Black Rebel Motorcycle Club @ Newport Music Hall - Long-running
moody San Fran rockers just dropped their first new album in five years.
They’ve rocked Newport many times in the past and this one’s sure to be just
as great.

Damn The Witch Siren @ Spacebar- Columbus’ hottest
dance duo releases their long-awaited record which means
you won’t find a sexier party in the city this month.

flor @ The Basement- L.A. pop-rock that won’t be in the
basement for long, catch them before they blow up despite the
horrendous name.
ZZ Ward @ Newport Music Hall- Soulful bluesy rock singer
who isn’t afraid to get ballsier than her male counterparts;
kind of like if Adele was from Austin, TX. And happier.

Parsonsfield @ Rumba Cafe- Banjos, accordions, and xylophones.

If they invented it in the 1800s, this Americana band is probably
dragging it onstage.

Valentine’s Day- There are a handful of good shows going on in
town this night, but we assume you’ll be off getting a few handfuls of strange flesh on this romantic evening.

16
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Talib Kweli @ Ace of Cups- Brooklyn activist and hip-hop genius has
collaborated with the top names in the game, and you won’t wanna
miss him tear the roof off AoC like only he can.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Awolnation @ Express Live!- One of modern rock’s biggest acts returns to
Columbus to get “Sail” stuck in your brain for another three months.

Kid Rock @ Nationwide Arena- Do we really need to explain Kid Rock
to you? Either you already have tickets, or you have taste. There is no
middle ground.

Excision @ Express Live- Dubstep in its ultimate form. They promise
150,000 watts of bowel-shaking bass, so you might be able to enjoy it from
anywhere in town.
J.T. Hillier @ Three’s- If you’ve got a case of the Monday’s, J.T. is a sure
bet to chase them away.

Bluegrass Night @ Dick’s Den- It’s one of High Street’s longest-lasting
musical staples, and it’s never not a good time. Have a few shots of whiskey
and find out for yourself.
Big Wild @ Skully’s- Massachusetts DJ is relatively chill by EDM
standards, which means it will still make your hips shake and sounds
way better on drugs.

Coin @ Newport Music Hall- Summer-y, feel good pop-rock to help you kick
the winter blahs. It’s so sunny you might wanna wear shades.

Two Feet @ The Basement- Sparse, minimalist electronica with just
enough swagger to turn up your Friday night.

Nora En Pure @ TRISM- South African deep house DJ shows off her stuff
at campus’ hippest new hot spot.
The Millenium @ Donato’s Basement- Wisconsin-based pop rock
quartet playing their debut record in its entirety, or just a bunch of
songs if you don’t know who they are.

Punk Rock Karaoke @ Spacebar- There aren’t any shows going on this night
so it’s up to you to get things turnt. Do us proud, motherfuckers!
Trevor Hall @ Columbus Athenaeum- Equal parts acoustic rocker
and spiritual monk, he’s letting it all out at one of the city’s most
gorgeous and acoustically phenomenal venues, and it’s worth the
ticket price regardless of your beliefs.

Ezra Furman @ Ace of Cups- Gender-bending singer leads his throwback
band through a set filled with sweat, soul, sequins, and sax solos. It’s a perfect way to cap off the coldest month
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T i p s By dat i n g g u r u , G r e g B e r r i g a n

The Top 5 Worst
February: a month filled with boxes of chocolates, roses, and a dozen other
cheesy, overused gifts that I’m sure you’re just as sick of as I am. Don’t get
me wrong—I am a clearly a fan of planning dates and spending nights with
the people you care about, but something about February and Valentine’s
Day makes the whole notion of a date feel commercialized. Despite this, I
still think it’s important we remind each other that we care about them and
that they make life suck a little less. Here’s a great February date stripped of
all the flashy clichés we’ve come to hate.

Where to Drink: Homemade Cocktails
In the spirit of a relaxing and casual date, mixing your own cocktails
from recipes or from whatever you might have lying around the
house is a perfect activity for the evening. Picking up ingredients for
your date’s favorite drink is thoughtful and a tad more creative than a
bouquet of flowers (although flowers are always a great gift). Mixing
drinks with your valentine is not only personal but way less pricey as well. After
all, who said romantic also meant expensive?

Where to Eat: Delivery
Usually, I will use this space to rave about a restaurant or a happy
hour that serves delicious food without breaking a college budget;
but after a while, we all need a break from the night life, the crowds,
and the waiter or waitress that may or may not be hitting on your date
right in front of you. With that being said, it’s time to clean up your home
and courageously invite your date over for a night inside. Finding a place to order
from is up to you, and you’re never too far from a library of apps (applications, not
appetizers. Although that kind of makes sense too…) that will help you find the
perfect place to cater your special evening. Now I should add the disclaimer that
this is not the best idea for a first date, so maybe keep this in your back pocket for
later.

Where to Hang: Blockbuster
Just kidding! Fortunately for us, gone are the days of renting
overpriced movies and accumulating offensive late-fees. We are just
a few clicks of the remote away from millions of movies to watch,
stream, and rent whenever we want. To counter this just feeling like a
throw-away activity for the evening, make a list of some of your all-time favorite
movies (ones you want to be sure your date sees with you) and begin choosing from
that list at random. This is a fun way to get to know each other as you rewatch some
of the classics and nostalgic movies from childhood.

Valentine’s
Day Cliches

1
2
3
4
5

Chocolates, flowers, and a card:
Let’s face it, fellas. This is the
biggest cliche gift you can get your
significant other. It’s been done 12
million different ways on TV or in
movies and the whole act may seem
endearing, but it’s actually just
lazy. Stop worrying about gifts that
symbolize the concept of love, and
find something that is symbolic of
your love for your significant other.
Dinner and a movie: Oh, you are
taking your significant other to a nice
dinner then to go see the new Fifty
Shades movie? Word. That makes
you and every other person who is
only celebrating Valentine’s Day
because you have to.
Doing nothing: “I don’t celebrate
Valentine’s Day because it’s a bull
shit Hallmark holiday,” you, probably.
And you aren’t wrong. But when the
entire world is collectively showing
love and care for the people most
important in their lives, you come
off shallow and selfish when you tell
your significant other that you have
no plans for V-Day.
Proposing: If this is done correctly, it
can come off as sweet and lovely. But,
as the case typically goes, it usually
comes off as forced and cheesy. So
unless you roll with the passion and
suaveness of Christian Grey, you
should probably just hold off on that
proposal until after Feb. 14.
Coupon book: “One free back
massage!” “One free hair play for
15 minutes!” These might seem cute
and comical, but they are actually
just tacky. If your significant other
has to cash in a damn coupon to get
their hair played with, you need to
rethink the way to do relationships.

19

Prevent Biometrics –
Concussion Sensing Mouth
guard

Sto ry by Greg Berrig an

Sure, football may be scientifically
proven to negatively impact our brains,
but that doesn’t mean we are going to
stop playing it! For those who won’t
listen to a thing science says might
want to instead trust this new piece
of technology—it could save your
life. Prevent Biometrics has created a
mouth guard that can sense potential
concussion inducing impacts and
quickly alert medical staff nearby.

Shadow of the Colossus (PS4) - February 6th

Not many games released for the Playstation 2 have been remade for
both the PS3 and now the PS4. However, “Shadow of the Colossus”
has proven the test of time and still remains one of Sony’s highest
rated games to this date. In this single-player fantasy adventure
game, there are no towns, dungeons, and treasure chests; there are
16 beautifully designed monsters known simply as the Colossae
that require strategy and skill to defeat. This remake comes ready
to play in 4K definition on the PS4 Pro and is a mesmerizing game
to become immersed in. “Shadow of the Colossus” is well worth
the remake and is still a perfect example of gaming and art colliding
EA UFC 3 (Xbox One, PS4) - February 6th

Another installment of EA’s UFC promises to be bigger, better, and
more brutal. Beyond the Octagon, “UFC 3” offers G.O.A.T mode—a
career mode in which you make professional decisions between
fights that will determine your fighter’s path to becoming the
greatest of all time. “UFC 3” is for both fans of the real sport and
fans of strategic fighting games. It certainly will take more than
button mashing to KO your opponents.

Metal Gear: Survive (Xbox One, PS4, PC) - February 20th

Konami returns and brings with it a new open world game where
you and your friends can explore, craft, and build massive bases
to kill and protect yourselves from an onslaught of zombies. Yes,
zombies. MGS combines Metal Gear mechanics with the freedom
of games such as Dead Island and Dead Rising. “Metal Gear:
Survive” is filled with so much to do and create that for any zombie
lover it promises hours of game play.

20
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Best of
CES 2018
Every year at the Consumer Electronics
Show, the best in the business come
forward to flex their muscles and show
off what they’ve been designing in
the last year. Here are just a few of the
coolest highlights.

Black Box VR
If didn’t already think the gym was just
one big competition then Black Box VR
is sure to convince you. Black Box VR
seeks to incorporate virtual reality with
everyday muscle building workouts.
The company plans to open gyms in
which members strap into a VR headset,
use real workout machines, and
compete for high scores against other
members. This might sound incredibly
weird, but it just might be the future of
fitness.

Optoma 4K Projector
Ever since the dawn of man, we have
been trying to figure out how to turn our
homes into just one large TV. Well, with
Optoma’s new 4K projector it is safe
to say we are making steps in the right
direction. This new compact projector
boasts some impressive capabilities that
are on par with some of today’s best
TV’s. Great quality and the ability to
control your smart home devices make
this one the coolest new toys shown at
CES 2018

Vuzix Blade Augmented
Reality Glasses
Remember Google Glass’s promising
reveal and disappointing existence?
Well, other companies have been
hard at work trying to capitalize on
the market of augmented reality
accessories. Do the Vuzix Blade glasses
look stylish and fashionable? Hardly.
However, what sets these glasses
apart is Alexa’s integration (she’s
seriously taking over) that let wearers
accomplish some incredible things.

Movi Phone
If you’re someone who loves catching
up on movies and shows while on the
go but have found yourself growing
tired of your phone’s small screen, look
no further than Android’s Movi Phone.
Designed with the viewer in mind, this
smartphone comes equipped with a
projector capable of screening 720p
videos at a size of up to 200 inches.
While you probably can’t binge watch
Netflix shows during class, you can
definitely screen some movies on your
ceiling as you fall asleep.
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FIFTY SHADES OF GREY:
by the numbers

pop(corn)

culture
BY Ped Paul

FEBRUARY Releases
(In Haiku form)

2

The dollar amount in millions
to which director Sam TaylorJohnson was paid for directing the
original movie.

3
6
9

The length in minutes for the
alternate ending of the original
movie, available on Blu-ray.

Fifty Shades Freed
FEB. 9

From kinky sex to goals.
Chasing a life together,
Running from their past.

The amount of “Fifty Shades”
books that were supposed to be
burned by an appalled woman in
the United Kingdom. She reportedly ended up using them as toilet paper.

40
52
125

The dollar amount in millions for
the budget of the original movie.

Feb. 9

Attempting to feed his friends
Breaks into a farm.
Black Panther
Feb. 16

Fighting for his throne,
Trying to fight for his land,
Black Panther returns.
Samson
FEb. 16

The Gifted Hebrew
A man empowered by God
To end enslavement.
Annihilation

The amount in millions of how
many copies of “Fifty Shades of
Grey” sold worldwide, as of June
2015.
The amount of money it would
cost to buy “Tess of the D’Urbervilles” which is the book Christian Grey gives Anastasia Steele.

325,000
516,000

The amount of followers combined that Christian Grey and
Anastasia Steele have on Twitter.

85,171,450

The box office record for amount
of tickets sold for an opening
weekend in February. The previous record holder was “The
Passion of the Christ” at $83.8
million.

952,080,068

Total amount of money the “Fifty
Shades” series has totaled in the
Worldwide Box Office.

Government Secrets.
A Doctor travels.

The amount of languages the
book has been translated to.

14,000

Feb. 23

Fighting to save her husband,

The amount of different awards
“Fifty Shades” was nominated
for. The nominations include
Worst Picture from the Golden
Raspberry Awards (which it won)
and Favorite Dramatic Movie
from the People’s Choice Awards.
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Peter Rabbit

Peter Rabbit

The amount of weeks it took “Fifty Shades of Grey” to hit 10 million book sales.

The amount of copies sold for the
soundtrack to the original movie.

NETFLIX WATCH LIST:
Valentine’s day

Black Mirror - San Junipero
From the iconic Black
Mirror
series,
this
episode tells a story of
love that transcends time
and illness, showing us
the true meaning of in
sickness and in health. But
will they end up together?

Before We Go
One night, two strangers,
stranded without a ride
home, realize that love
is not always something
you have to be looking
for; sometimes it finds
you. Both stranded in
Manhattan, they form a
friendship and bond as
they help each other fight
burdens bigger than their
physical isolation.

Hitch
On a search for love, one
man seeks professional
help in the art of wooing
women. While helping
his client, Hitch falls for
a woman that he himself
has a hard time getting
close too.

The End of the F***ing World
James is a psychopath
looking for his first human
victim. Alyssa doesn’t
fit in with her peers. She
wants to run away, and he
wants to kill her. They both
pack up their bags and hit
the road in England. What
could go wrong with two
17-year-olds hiking across
the country?
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ebruary, a month filled with black history, love, and
the (unofficial) end of cuffing season. From love struck
to heartbroken, and from struggle to resilience, this
mixtape covers all aspects of this month in my mind. I
picked some of the songs that help me deal with expression
of love, remembrance of black history, and to cope with
feeling worthless after a bad break-up. I also included a song
that addresses love not only in romantic relationships, but as
human to human treatment because I feel we have lost the
meaning of love beyond physical relationships.
The mixtape can be found on both Spotify and Apple Music
under 1870 February Mixtape; subscribe and enjoy!

Surface by Static Res

Off of this months OSU
featured artist’s newest
project “Braindead”
comes a story of life, hid
den feelings, and things
beyond the surface.

Not About Angels by Birdy

Sometimes we fall in lov
e with angels, and we wil
l never be ready to
let them go what the tim
e comes.

Scene One: James Dean Audrey
Hepburn
by Sleeping With Sirens

A not so perfect love sto

ry asking for purservieren

ce.

Perfect Duet by Ed Sheeran feat

uring Beyonce

What could make an Ed
sheeran love song ever bet
ter?

Palace by Sam Smith

Heart breaks will hurt, but
you

Hereditary by J.I.D

Add Beyonce!

will rebuild and you will rem
ain standing.

J.I.D is J. Cole’s latest art
ist on the come up and
he has a few
thoughts about what hap
pens when being unfaith
ful is in your DNA.

I Knew You Were Trouble (Remix
)
by We Came As Romans

Haven’t you ever wante
d to hear Taylor Swift as
a rock song? I mean
you have to admit some
of her songs are catchy.

Go Tell Em by Vic Mensa

Based on the ground bre
aking movie “Birth Of A
Nation,” Vic Mensa
tells a story of being bla
ck in America.

Love Is Gone by G-Eazy

G-Eazy and Halsey mig
ht be hitting it off, but Eaz
y’s perspective on
the current state of Am
erica is worth a listen.

Chains by Usher featuring Bibi

on queue
Favorite songs from OS
U
Students

@Vlajicka (IG)

Dark Paradise by Lana
Del Rey
“Lana is everything.”
Burning by Sam Smith
“Sam Smith Speaks to
my soul.”

@KellenHenry96
(Twitter)

Lemon by N.E.R.D
featuring Rihanna
“A fresh ode to New Or
leans
bounce music plus Rih
anna
rapping?! Yes, please!”
Cold as Ice - Foreigner
“This aptly named old
ie is perfect
for the frigid months.”

@Richelle Sosa (IG)

Too Good At Goodbyes
by Sam Smith
“I love hitting (trying to
hit) those
high notes”
Weak by AJR
“Everyone has that per
son that
makes them weak, a we
akness that
makes them strong for
loving them.”

Bourelly Nas

A 2015 song addressing
the racial climate of the
nation as it grew
worse. And, boy, it has got
ten worse.
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S I D ELINE S :

Ana Beatriz Franklin

Started out in Brazil, and
now she’s here. And then
she’ll go back. And then back
to here. Maybe.
Ana Beatriz is just a few years into her career at
Ohio State as a volleyball player, but already has future
aspirations of returning to her home country to play
professionally after her tenure with the Bucks. She has
won three South America Championships as a member
of the Brazilian Youth National Team, all while taking
home MVP honors in the 2013 U-16 Championships.
Why not keep up the international dominance?
However, for now, ‘Bia’, as she goes by, is a standout on the Ohio State Women’s Volleyball squad,
and for good reason. She started almost half of her
matches as only a sophomore, finishing this past
season with 172 digs, 70 kills, 22 assists, 15 service
aces and 11 blocks.
We had the chance to hear from Bia on her career
thus far in a scarlet and gray uniform, as well as who
she is off the court:

by C h r i s P e n n i n g to n

from the Ohio State Women’s Volleyball Team

Q: If you could be the best
in the world in any sport
except for volleyball,
what would it be? I would
be a tennis player. I never tried
playing, but I think it is the closest
another sport gets to volleyball.
Q: What were the biggest
misconceptions you had
about America before
moving here? I didn’t really
have one. I came to the United
States many times before with my
family for vacation so I had an idea
of how things worked and what to
expect.
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p h oto by wa lt m i d d l e to n

Q: Why did your family move to the United
States? I moved here because I wanted to play
volleyball at an elite level and get a good degree.

Q: When did you get into volleyball, and
why? My best friend played volleyball when I was
little and she got me into it. I was very tall when I was
[younger] so that helped. It took me a while to like it,
but today I am so glad I stuck with it.

Q: What are your goals
for your team and you
personally going into
next season? We have a very
young team with a lot of potential.
I want us to have a great season
and hope that our team stays
healthy so we can represent the
Ohio State volleyball program on
the best of our ability.
Q: Do you want to do
anything with volleyball
after college? Playing
further? Coaching? I would
like to go back home and play one
professional season in Brazil. The
league there is one of the best and
it would be awesome to play for
the teams I grew up cheering on.

Q: Where did you grow up? Tell us about
your family. I grew up in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. I
am very lucky to have an awesome family! I have a
brother that is just a year younger than me and also
plays volleyball, we are best friends and do everything
together. My mom’s name is Gabriela and my dad’s is
Carlos, they are both orthopedic surgeons. My whole
family is very into sports so we always had a great
time while growing up going to tournaments and
watching volleyball matches.

Q: Why did you want to come to Ohio
State specifically? The Big Ten is the best
conference for volleyball and I knew I wanted to play
in it. When I started talking to the coaches at Ohio
State, I knew right away that I wanted to come here.
The culture and tradition of the program were the first
things that amazed me.

Q: What has been your
favorite part of the Ohio
State Volleyball program
thus far? The team. The culture
and the friendships I have made
in this program are definitely the
things I love the most about this
program. We are a real family and
I do not think you can find this
everywhere. This program is very
unique.

Q: What do you do for fun?
Go the beach with my friends,
watch Netflix, and play beach
volleyball.
Q: If you could have any
animal in the world as
a pet, what would it be?
Dolphins, so I could spend the
whole day in the ocean.
Q: Third-favorite fast food
restaurant? Chick-fil-A.
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Keeping up with

the Jones
BY C HRI S P e n n i n g to n

Seth Jones is proving himself to be one of the best
defensemen in the league at the age of 23, as quietly as
one could, after an unexpected start to his pro career.

I

30

••••••

t was 5:30 PM on Jan. 6,
2016. Columbus Blue Jackets
defenseman Seth Jones had just
sat down at a Nashville steakhouse
and heard his phone buzzing. He
saw his general manager David
Poile calling. Either he was getting
a 2-month belated birthday wish, or
his career as a Nashville Predator
was about to come to an abrupt end.
Exactly two years later, he sits
calmly in his home locker room stall
at Nationwide Arena, down to his
warm-up clothes after a Saturday
practice. The team was preparing
for a home matchup with the Florida
Panthers the next day, after getting
blanked in Colorado a few nights
before.
After starting the month of
December with the second most
points the club had ever had at
that point in a season, the Jackets
went on to lose nine of their next 15
games, including a concerning 5-0
loss on New Year’s Day to the best
team in the league.
Jones is used to the ebb and flow
of a season, and even life, more so.
His overall demeanor is one mixed
of being relaxed and confident,
looking across the locker room with
his hands folded in his lap, showing
no signs of midseason anxiety or the
weight of a heavy weekend practice.
Having a father in Popeye Jones
that played in the NBA had some
to do with this, as consistently
moving cities and adapting to
new environments became a
commonality for Seth’s life. Trades
often rocked his childhood world,
and just recently, his adult-one as
well.
“It was a dagger at first”, he
admitted as he recalled that night
a few years back. “It was my first
time being traded. I was young, and
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you don’t expect it when it happens.
When I answered the call, David
said, “We traded you to the Blue
Jackets for Ryan Johansen”…and
I was on a flight to Columbus two
hours later.”
There had been preparation
for moments like these throughout
Jones’ whole life, such as moving
from Texas to Toronto to Boston to
Colorado all before the age of four.
When he arrived in Colorado, he
didn’t know if this was just another
pit-stop or if his life would finally
slow down.
As it turned out, it wasn’t either.
Though he would remain in
Colorado for the next seven years
and therefore not needing to pack
his bags so quickly, he was just
beginning a journey that had no
room for complacency or settling.
The team that had just beaten
the Jackets in present day was the
one that lit the fire under Jones for
his hockey career. After witnessing
in-person the game seven victory
by the Colorado Avalanche over
the New Jersey Devils in the 2001
Stanley Cup Finals, his passion was
sealed, and “the rest was history”—
or that’s the way he would put it at
least.
“I think everything happens
for a reason, and I love being here
and love where I’m at right now…I
couldn’t be happier here,” Jones
explained.
Though illness will keep Jones
out of his second All-Star Game
appearance, he is still looking to
propel a franchise that has been
on the cusp of championship
contention for a few seasons—one
that could become one of the most
feared across the league and do some
damage when spring rolls around.

But this isn’t the end-all-be-all for
Jones, as it seems like it would be for
so many others at his youthful age of
23. While being in the position he is
in now has been a dream since June
of 2001 sitting the Pepsi Center, he
has deeper aspirations, ones that will
drive his game further now, and leave
a longer impact when he hangs up his
skates.
“My legacy away from the game is
more important for me…being known
as a leader and someone who brought
it every night. I want to be known as
a classy guy,” Jones said. “Hopefully
I’m on the right track.”
As for the here and now on the ice,
Jones knows his team will be do its
job to push out of slumps, dry spells
and unfamiliar situations, and he’s
giving himself responsibility in that
area.
“I want to be a consistent leader—I
don’t say much in the locker room
(compared to the veterans) but to be
that guy who can step up every night
for the team and lead by example is a
personal goal of mine.”
Jones knew this season would
be more difficult right off the bat
for the team, with the likelihood
of a franchise record 16-game win
streak like the season prior being
slim in almost any regard. But with a
large handful of games left until the
postseason and the All-Star break
approaching, he is confident in his
teammates keeping a level-head and
getting better every day.
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A GRAPHIC STUDY ON

CAMPUS COITUS

“Through all the relationship stuff I’ve gone through in the past few years, I
know there are fundamental differences in how men and women view sex and
how they view their futures.” - actor Aaron Eckhart.
Aaron Eckhart, also known for his role of Harvey Dent in “The Dark Knight,”
was on to something when he said this. We all have widely different views
when it comes to sex and relationships. And in large part, it’s because of the
stigma that sticks around that taboo topic of sex. We are all thinking about
it, but no one is talking about it. How do you get down? What’s your biggest
turn off? What’s the future hold for sex? These are the types of questions that
normalize the conversation about sex and that’s exactly what we are doing
this month.
So without further ado, it’s time to get down and dirty.

DISCLAIMER:
While talking about sex is sometimes
comical and always important to opening a
dialogue, we take this topic very seriously.
If you are a victim or survivor of a sexual
crime, please contact the Sexual Response
Network of Central Ohio at 614-267-7020.
As always, be safe out there.
1870mag.COM • FEBRUARY 2018 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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The Sex Survey
Basics

female

bisexual

Pregnancy

homosexual

9.6 %

45.1 %

82.7 %

CAN YOU CONSENT

comes to love and sex?

Rejection

55%
13.2%

ST D/STI

21.3%

Yes

Be fore 16

7.7%
55.9%

16 - 18

19 - 21

other:
1.2%

14%
4.6%

21 - 25

HOW LONG DO YOU WAIT TO SLEEP

WITH SOMEONE YOU ARE DATING?

1 - 2 weeks

IS FOREPLAY

yes

yes

DOES SIZE
MATTER?

1-3 times
60.1%

11.5%

no

17%
13.6%
*per week

4-5 times
never

6 or more:
9.3%

yes
no
already
own one:
9.2%

• Goofy, but mature.

• To look for the same things in our relationship

• H ospital bed after lung failure

• Dorm’s janitor close t

• Lincoln Tower soccer fields.

• Park bench in the South Oval.

• The second floor bathroom in Thompson Library.
• The stairwell in Dracke t t Towers.

Bulls, I’m gagging too (Female).

WHAT’S THE WEIRDEST THING SOMEONE HAS SAID TO YOU DURING SEX?

• “Keep fucking me while I take this c all.”
It was her mom. And I did. It was weird.*

67.4%

23.4%

• De termination to be successful in whate ver they love.

H ONORABLE ME N TION: Un der the Tom W. Davis c loc ktower at 3 a.m. (Male)

PURCHASE A SEX TOY?

DO YOU WATCH PORN*

• Baseball dugout

• R oof of the R PAC

WOULD YOU EVER

HOW OFTEN

yes

88.5%

no:
9.7%

• A synagogue

female

iud:
8.3%

• 50-yard line in the Shoe

no:
17.8%

• Being able to make me laugh/sense of humor/funny

WHERE’S THE MOST INTERESTING PLACE YOU’VE FOOLED AROUND?

male

abstinence:
8.5%

11.4%

• H umor.

• A communic ation style that matches mine.

H ONORABLE ME N TION: Ti de Pods (Male). When Br u tus does that thing where he bangs his head with his fists (Female).

male

none

• H onesty.

• If they make you feel wanted.

90.3%

82.2%

• Compatibility.

female

NECESSARY?

the pill
27.7%

• Ability to hold a conversation.
male

FOR A HEALTHY RELATIONSHIP?

condoms

44.1%

51.3%
48.7%

No

WHAT’S THE MOST IMPORTANT QUALITY YOU LOOK FOR IN A PARTNER?

IS REGULAR SEX IMPORTANT

CONTROL DO YOU USE?

Yes

32%

No, ne ve r

Nitty Gritty
WHAT TYPE OF BIRTH

HAVE YOU EVER FAKED AN ORGASM?

17.5%
50.5%

No, but I want to

29.2%
4.9%

Until marriage

• “Oh my God...Is that my shit on your chest?”*
• “ Did you do the reading for tomorrow?”*
• “My dad has those same underwear!”*
• [Owen Wilson voice] “Wow.”*

• “Hang on a sec, my ex is c alling.”
female

transgender:
< 1%

Yes

22%

Longe r than a month

INVOLVED IN A THREESOME?

heterosexual

43.9%

Less than a week

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN

non-binary:
1.3%

43%

Depends

17.8%

I’m Still A Virgin:

39%
18%

No

WHEN DID YOU LOSE YOUR VIRGINITY?

flexible:
1.5%

5%

TO SEX AFTER DRINKING?

10.5%

Pe r formance

male
53.2 %

What is your biggest fear when it

• “I c an make a walrus noise, wanna hear?”

• “Is this punk rock music heavy enough for you?”
• “ Taxation is the ft.” H e’s so woke.

• “You do this a lot be t ter than I thought you would.”

H ONORABLE ME N TION:

“Can you feel it now, Mr . Krabs?” (Male) He sang J. C ole’s “Wet Dream z” while I took his vir ginity (Female)
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It was a movie night around Halloween. We
watched a scary movie, had apple cider,
starting making out and things moved
to the bedroom. As things progressed I
started to feel dizzy and sick. It turns out
she had eaten chocolate shortly before
and I’m highly allergic. I spent the rest of
the night vomiting my guts out and nearly
dying. She left.

My worst dating story was a guy from
Tinder. He drove an hour to my town and
took me to Buffalo Wild Wings. Then he
drove me an hour to his house to watch
“Fight Club.” He got drunk off half of a drink
and then smoked weed. I’m in the military
so I don’t smoke. I made him drive me to a
friends house that was a few minutes away
and he drunk texted me thinking we had
slept together, but I never let him touch
me. I never talked to him again.

We were watching a movie and started
making out. After saying “no” multiple
times to being touched or doing anything
else, the dumbass boy continues to touch
me. He got kicked in the balls and I left out
of fear for my safety. SEXUAL ASSAULT IS
NOT OK.

T

he world of dating is hard. If you give off too much
attention and you might come off as overbearing and
scare them away. If you don’t give enough attention,
they will begin to think you are uninterested or
talking to other people. It’s a balancing act and, let’s face it,
we all kind of suck at it.
So how do you combat this? What is the end-all solution to
the cat and mouse game of dating? How do you find the one?
Yeah, we aren’t going to lie to you. We don’t really know
either. But, what we do know is this: You are not alone in your
struggle to find a significant other. Between being ghosted,
bad dates, or discovering a person you admire isn’t who you
thought they were; we’re all just 20-something-year-olds
running around hoping for the best and preparing for the
worst.
And that’s what these worst dating stories are. People
who were hoping for the best only to find themselves looking
around a room and asking, “How in the hell did I end up in
this situation?”
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I went to go pick up my high school boyfriend
to go out to dinner. After 20 minutes of
sitting outside waiting for him, he finally
came outside and told me his mom wanted
to talk to me. Once I got inside, she informed
me how much weight I’ve gained and made
me go get a pregnancy test then made me
take at her house. Also, this is the worst way
anyone has ever called me fat.

We studied, played video games, and hooked
up. Then he told me he wants to get back
with his ex!

I met this dude at a party. We
really seemed to hit it off so I
agreed to let him take me out
to dinner. At dinner he told me
in all seriousness that he could
see the future. He said he had
done a “reading” and that we
were destined to be together
forever. I have never left a date
so quickly.
I don’t know, I have never gotten
that far with a guy. Apparently, a
woman with ambition, boldness,
and compassion leads to
ghosting. Who knew?

I drove an hour to go hang out
after talking for a while and I
went to his house to figure out
where we were going. He got
high and forgot I was coming.
So, we sat and watched TV
until he got a call from his sister
saying she got in an accident.
He hurried me out of his house
and offered me gas money, but
turns out, it was a fake phone
call. We hung out for a total of
20 minutes.

I went to Chipotle for lunch
then to a bookstore after. It
was the week this summer
that everything was flooded.
We walked to the bookstore
and a CABS bus hit a pothole
and soaked me; twice. I finally
got back to my car and I had a
parking ticket. And he ghosted
me. Fuck my life.

I have a second worst date story,
too. I went to get ice cream with
another guy. When I arrived he
told me he was un-attracted to
me and that he just came for
ice cream. Maybe I should stop
getting ice cream. :/

The Tinder dude said he wanted
to meet up with me to tell me
some things about himself. I
said sure and we met up at The
Union. He proceeded to tell me
a really long story about how
girls he’d been with treated
him like shit and asked me if I
would be different. Based on the
stories, this guy was extremely
narcissistic. I peaced the fuck
out so fast.

This guy told me he’d like to go
on a date. At the exact time of
the date, he sends me a message
saying he now can’t come for
whatever reason. The next
day, he sends me a message
asking for pictures of myself.
In particular, pictures of me in
a bra, etc. When I say “No,” he
proceeds to explain to me that I
look fat, not “thick”, in my fully
clothed photos and that he just
wants to verify that I’m not fat.
HE EVEN OFFERED TO COME
TO MY HOUSE TO INSPECT
MY BODY FOR HIS CONCERNS.
Fuck you, Jeff.

This very intelligent,
good looking, kind, fit,
ethnically
ambiguous,
feminist guy took me on
a date to museum and we
discussed the philosophy
of art. We went back to
his place and made sweet
love, but he just isn’t even
in a top tier frat.

After a nice dinner, we went
back to his place to watch,
“Star Wars Episode 1: The
Phantom Menace” which
was weird but he was hot.
We had sex afterwards
anyways. The sex was
fine except DURING he
yelled out, “NOW THIS IS
PODRACING.” I left right
away.

I went over to his place
to watch a movie and one
thing lead to another.
He got SUPER sweaty
and the sex just wasn’t
working. We stopped and
he asked for a hand job.
I’m not about that so I said
I had to go. He offered
me “consolation candy”
before I left.

I went to get ice cream with this
guy and at some point during
the conversation he told me he
would, “Fuck me like a Ferrari.” :/
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Bears. Beets.

Boys of Tinder.
STORY Olivia Balcerzak • ILLUSTRATION BY PHOEBE DAVIS

If you haven't lived under a rock your whole life, you
have probably heard of “The Office.”

pulled directly from the first Google result of
"best Dwight Schrute lines."

Nevertheless, many men of Tinder did not understand
that they were getting Schruted by a 21-year-old
woman named Olivia Balcerzak. This would be less
atrocious if the Dwight Schrute lines used were not

A special shoutout goes to Cosmo for the idea
and the one man who actually got the reference.

Most men were like 'yeah, I could get down with this.'...

Here is how the experiment went.

40

And one just wasn’t having it...

Others were just a bit confused but still tried....

But in the end, there
was one who prevailed.
Congratulations, man.
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battle
of the
sexes

graduate
programs

2017 osu
enrollment
by gender

total
university
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STORY BY MITCH HOOPER • ILLUSTRATION
BY PHOEBE DAVIS

1

Condoms will be better: The Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation donated
$100,000 to 11 different condom
manufacturers in 2013 in hopes of building
a “next generation” condom that will significantly
be more pleasurable for men.

2

Virtual Reality will change porn: In
addition to being fully immersed visually,
speculation surrounding VR porn has
mentioned new technology that would
replicate taste, smell, and touch for the user.

3

Sex robots will become more popular:
Sex robots are exactly what you think
they are: robots with built in artificial
intelligence that act and behave like
humans that you can have sex with. Don’t think
people would have an interest in this? Tell that to
the brothel in Barcelona that opened in February
2017 that is purely sex robots and dolls.

4
44

Humans will give birth differently:
Scientists have already began tackling
infertilization, but the future could hold
some pretty wild ways of reproduction.
For example, scientist in 2012 began
“reprogramming” skin cells to transform to stem
cells in hopes that these new stem cells would
transform into other types of human cells.
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Being intimate from afar: Technology companies have
already began designing sex toys that are controllable
from your partner’s smartphone that record sexual
movement and send the sensation to the other user.
Additionally, companies have created prototypes of other toys
such as a VR Haptic Suit which allows users to send touch
sensations digitally.

6

You will literally be able to kiss someone through the
phone: The “Kissenger” prototype would allow for
lovers who are miles apart to plugin to a haptic suit that
ports into your smartphone and, in turn, it would create
pressure and vibration that would feel like an actual kiss in real
life. Soulja Boy, now is your chance!

7
8

You can sleep together while still being miles apart:
“Pillow Talk” is similar to a FitBit band where it rests on
your wrists, but instead of tracking your fitness goals,
it transmits heartbeat patterns to your wrist and pillow
that mimic your significant other’s heartbeat.

You can watch yourself have sex: Google seems to always
be on the cutting edge of technology and the sex feature
on the Google Glasses doesn’t fall short. While wearing
the glasses during intercourse, the user can switch views
to see what their partner is seeing as well as watch a recap of the
past event. Who doesn’t want a highlight tape of their sex?!

9

Clap off bras: Fellas,
we all know you
struggle with helping
your significant other
out of her bra. Luckily for you,
an inventor created a bra that
comes off at the clap of your
hands. This seems like a great
idea on the surface, but it
definitely has some serious
pitfalls. Maybe this trend
should stay in the past.

10

You could potentially fall in love
with your computer: Similarly to the
movie “Her,” artificial intelligence is gaining serious steam
and the benefits of less work
and less commitment could
mean people will start dating
their computers.
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ou don’t have to be a famous
Instagram fashionista to know a
thing or two about good fashion.
In fact, just by looking around you, you can
notice a good fashion trend from a bad one
pretty quickly. I mean seriously, why were
people so obsessed with jogger jeans when
they came out?
Jogger jeans aside, what you are wearing is
usually based off what’s around you. So for
fashion tips, who better to ask than your
fellow students rocking some of the best
outfits on campus?
That’s what we did. Check out what’s
swirling around the fashionable mind of
international business and fashion and
retail major Marisa Dzwonczyk.
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What’s the one article of clothing you love to
wear that your significant other hates?
He loves really everything I wear! He’s told me
that it’s so interesting to him because I think
about and pay more attention to fashion than
anyone else he knows—and that it’s an art form
to me and not just clothes.
What’s the difference between your going
to class outfit compared to your going out
outfit?
I look like complete hell in class. I wake up like
seven minutes before I have to leave and put
on the coziest thing I can find. Everything on
campus is so far away, even wearing sneakers
that are a little uncomfortable isn’t an option.
What’s the worst fashion trend you’ve seen
on campus this year?
Where to begin. People are really in a million
different places as far as style literacy. I think
people need to do better as far as going out
clothes. However, it seems like there’s a uniform,
like, girls wear bodysuits, black jeans, and
scuffed up ankle boots, and guys wear plaid
button downs. Yawn.
What was the last compliment you received
on your style?
That it’s very dynamic and my “style” can never
be assigned to just one category.

Can you give us style advice in six
words or less?
No one “can’t pull something off”
Give us three places you love to shop
(IRL or online)
I have gotten really into scrolling
through MATCHES and FWRD and
other super high-end retailers just
to make myself sad. But mostly I
try to find high end-looking stuff on
ASOS, Zara, Bershka, Stylenanda, and
TopShop
What’s your go-to piece for going
out?
I never like to look the same going out.
I like to have a completely different
look every time, depending on how
I feel and where I’m going. Lately, I
have gotten really into super dramatic
runway eyes (all over color, outer
eyeliner, etc.)
How comfortable is too comfortable
for what you wear to class?
I really wish I had more loungewear
for going to class. People usually dress
within the same range of comfort, like
exercise clothes, etc., but occasionally
you’ll see someone in pajama pants
which is really not okay.
Tell us about one outfit you
remember thinking was “the shit”
but it turned out to be … shit.
I am constantly reflecting on outfits
of time’s past. I’m always learning
more about fashion and trying to
better my style, and never wear the
same outfit twice. I find that even the
outfits I loved, though I don’t hate
them looking back, I have evolved past
thinking they’re awesome and that I’d
wear them again.
If you could wave a magic wand
over your wardrobe, what’s one
thing you would change?
I’d make it way less of a broke ass
wardrobe. Obviously. Even though
there’s some pieces I really love, I’d
trade every stitch for better designers.

Fun Fact:
She’s the President and
Editor-In-Chief of High Street Style!
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Street
Style
Flexin’ on your ex
By E yo n E r tac h e w

A

lright guys, here comes that time of year again. Love is in
the air this month, people are scrambling to find a bae, and
Twitter becomes an all out battleground for who has the
most creative Valentine’s Day gifts.
But, for the rest of us who are baeless on Valentine’s
Day, this gives us the chance to flex on all your exes from the past. A
moment to really show they what they are missing out on.

Shop Away The Feels

Sometimes, after a bad breakup or when you’re just feeling lonely, the best
way to replace those feelings are with some much needed retail therapy.
What better way to show your ex that you still got it than showing out
with some brand new threads!? A whole new outfit can make a huge
difference in not only your mood and look, but also it will help land you
that next person or date you need to move on from the last.
My go-to is to always achieve the casual but polished look—nothing looks
more suave than making it look as if an outfit you put together is effortless.
Long coats are great for layering and adding a clean, polished, and edgy
look and that’s exactly what I’m after. For me, it’s an easy choice. I went
with my long coat from Topman because not only is it trendy, putting
together an outfit with it is truly effortless. You can dress it up with a nice
collared shirt or play it casual with a hoodie; either way, you are sure to
turn a few heads.
You can make any outfit a look with a coat like this, and even if it
isn’t to impress anyone, there’s nothing wrong with looking good and
rewarding yourself some self-esteem points.

Flexing On IG

One of the best ways to flex on your ex is to up your social media game.
Let’s face it, social media is all about imaging and how you present
yourself. Why not present the best of yourself with a kick-ass outfit and
an amazing picture that captures that outfit? I don’t know about you
guys, but I definitely get a confidence boost whenever a good picture is
taken of me.
Now, the key to flexing is to look unbothered in the picture and this
works best with off-guard and candid pictures. Sometimes an off-guard
picture of you laughing or a candid picture of you turning away from the
camera shows that you’re enjoying and living life, or couldn’t be bothered
to care about things that don’t matter anymore (a.k.a. your ex). Post that
on your social media and as the likes come in, you’ll be satisfied knowing
that if your ex is stalking your accounts, they’ll see that you’re living life
and enjoying it without them (hopefully it’s actually true). You’ll know
you truly are living your best life when one of your exes happens to like
your flex picture.
At the end of the day, relationships are tricky, especially getting over
them once one ends. There aren’t any end-all solutions to heartbreaks,
but taking a few steps to treat yourself and boost your own confidence
will help you in the long run. The best thing to do is to make sure you’re
taking care of yourself and understanding your needs. It’s ok to still have
a lot of love for someone you used to care about, but it doesn’t hurt to flex
on them just a little. Or a lot.•
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CHICAGO
February 6-11
Palace Theatre
(34 W. Broad St.)
capa.com
By M i tc h H o o p e r p h oto by j e r e m y dani el

OSU legend Eddie George brings Chicago to Columbus

W

hen you think of Eddie
George, you probably invision
all the highlight tapes your
dad made you watch before
the Buckeye games on Saturday.
He’s lowering his shoulder and trucking
through middle linebackers with no regard;
it’s 3-yards and a cloud of dust like the days
past; it’s him hoisting that highly coveted
Heisman trophy high in the air with all of
Buckeye nation rocking a number 27 jersey.
Crowd chanting, EDDIE! EDDIE! EDDIE!
But the next time you see Eddie George,
he’ll ditch the shoulder pads and helmet for
a suit and tie and your chants will transform
from “Eddie!” to “Billy!”
After that cloud of dust settled and the
football career came to an end, Eddie George
found his ways to stay in the spotlight.
George has found some TV spots with Guy
Fieri and The Rock, and even secured a few
roles in feature films such as The Game Plan
and Into The Sun, but it’s the live stage where
he’s truly been training this last decade,
playing the lead in Othello and Julius Caesar
at the Nashville Shakespeare Festival.
Oh, and when he isn’t soaking up the
camera lights in Hollywood or wherever
else, you can find him working as a college
professor, or as a financial advisor, or helping
operate and run the small-business he owns.
Yup, just like in football, it takes an army and
a half to halt the versatile George.
Now with some experience under his
belt, a few acting roles out his his way, and
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confidence building after a few years of theater
roles in his adopted hometown of Nashville,
George is ready to showcase his wide variety
of talents in his newest role of Billy Flynn in
the Broadway production of Chicago.
But before he and the cast take over the
Palace Theater February 6-11, we picked his
brain about past roles, his current role, and
how he can’t get the theater out of his head.
What has been your favorite
show to be a part of? Working with
every show I’ve been on is great. Working
with Shooter or The Rock with Ballers, so far
they all have been pretty interesting. I think
each one was a different type of experience
than the other. Not good or bad either, it just
was what it was at the time.

In Chicago, you play Billy Flynn,
who is very much considered
a villian in the play. How has
it been switching personas
from the beloved athlete to
playing a smooth-talking con
man? Someways, Bill does play somewhat
of a hero role. His demeanor and takes
aren’t necessarily righteous or forthright––
he’s sinister, he’s conniving, and he
manipulates––but I think it comes from a
genius thread. I guess it’s searching for the
truth to why he does what he does. I hope
it comes off as authentic and that’s what
comes forward: the authentic parts of who
he is—so when I’m in this world everything
I do is justified, all my actions are justified
with motive.

If you had to choose between
starting a reality TV show
with either Dwayne “The Rock”
Johnson or Guy Fieri, who
would you choose and why?
That’s tough because I don’t like reality
television, so I’d probably lean more towards
serious TV and working with The Rock. You
know, he’s the People’s Magazine Sexiest
Man, he’s garnered a lot of attention, he’s
the No. 1 actor of our time right now, box
office-wise, and so yeah, I would definitely
pick The Rock because there would be a
probably a lot of areas where you would see
me on different platforms. So selfishly, I pick
The Rock.

What’s been the most difficult
thing about playing him? Is it,
like you said, just trying to
understand his mindset? The
songs, for me. [Chuckles]. He’s very slippery,
always thinking 5-6-7 steps ahead … you
know, he’s a chess player. He knows the
system, he’s been down this road, and he’s
well-seasoned. So I think the challenging
parts are trying to make it fresh. To not rely
on the last performance or take it for granted.
It’s constantly allowing the story to grow
and evolve and be its own show versus other
shows I’ve done, there’s always room for
fresh moments or a different interpretation
or perspective from what you see.
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So have you tried to put a personal
spin on Billy or have you tried
to play it true to the original
character? I try to do some personal things.
You know, it’s my interpretation of some of the
views. I definitely try to find those little nuances
to create a totally different character than I
ever knew. And that means really allowing that
personality to come out times 10.
Have there been any songs that
you just can’t get out of your head
since the production started? “Oh
God, yes. And some of them aren’t my songs!
[Chuckles] ... I love doing “All I Care About Love.”
It’s a grand entrance. It lets you know who I am. But,
every song in Chicago is so good and so well-written.
They are iconic songs, they have everlasted—they
are timeless. Once you’re in musicals, you find
things in songs, not even your own songs, that you
love and sticks with you.”

Buckeyes On
The Big Stage
Eddie George is one of the greatest athletes in
Ohio State history—and now he attempts to join
a shorter list of accomplished alumni who made
a name for themselves in Hollywood:

Richard Lewis

Actor and comedian who currently plays himself
on the HBO hit series Curb Your Enthusiasm.
Lewis also starred in Leaving Las Vegas as Peter
and Robin Hood: Men In Tights as Prince John.

Bruce Vilanch

Writer and actor who is most notably known
for his long-time role as head writer for The
Oscars—and wearing ironic t-shirts before it was
cool.

Jean Peters

While in line to become a teacher at OSU,
became Miss Ohio and later a Hollywood starlet.
Was close friends with Marilyn Monroe and the
second wife of Howard Hughes.

Patricia Heaton

Actress and model who played Debra Barone
on Everybody Loves Raymond for nine seasons.
Heaton also starred in The Middle as Frankie
Heck for nine seasons.

Melina Kanakeredes

Studied theatre at OSU before going on to a long
career, which included a starring role as Stella
Bonasera on CSI: NY.

Eileen Heckart

Legendary character actress who won an Oscar
for Best Supporting Actress in 1972’s Butterflies
Are Free, a role she also played on Broadway
previously.
1870mag.COM • FEBRUARY 2018 • 1870 MAGAZiNE
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Barkeep
Confessional
S aw y e r Pa r r ot t
Out-R-Inn

B

artenders come in all shapes
and sizes, and from all walks
of life. Who’s to say who is best
equipped to give you what you need
when you sit down across the bar?
Bartenders. Professional babysitters,
part-time psychologists, and a
drunk’s best friend in the moment.
When you need to know the best
spots to get your drink on around
campus and who to chat up when
you’re there, we’ve got you.

How
long
have
you
been
bartending? Since May. I was actually a

bouncer for a year, but my 21st birthday came
around and I began bartending right after.

What was the first drink you
learned how to make? That’s a tough

one… we were sitting at the back bar and some
girl asked for a sex on the beach. It was the
first night I had been bartending so I was like,
“What is a “sex on the beach?!” so they gave me
the rundown on a sex on the beach.

What’s been your favorite drink
to make? My favorite drink to make is

probably the green tea shot. It’s Jameson, Peach
Schnapps, Sprite, and sour mix.

What’s your least favorite drink to
make? Long Island Iced Teas. So much goes

into them, they’re just so much work.

Do you ever work to add any flair to
your bartending? Not really. We usually

try and serve as many people we can in a night
so we never want to get too fancy with making
drinks and just stay fast and efficient.

If you could sit down and have
a drink with one famous person
(dead or alive) who would it be? I

think it would probably be Chris Farley 110%.
He’s always been one of my favorite actors.
He’s the funniest guy I could ever think of to
be around.
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Do you have any hobbies
outside of the bar? So I actually

am gonna take over my family’s John
Deere dealership. So farming or
anything pertaining to it would be my
hobby.

Why do you think people
should come to Out-R-Inn? I

personally think this is one of the most
historical bars on campus. It’s got
cheap drinks and it’s fun time. I mean
this place can get crowded at times,
but the people and the age range is
incredible.

If you could create your own
bar what would it be like?

It would be just like this place. I’m a
big dive bar person, so this place is
very comfortable and fun to me. I’d
maybe throw some arcade games in
here and a few more pool tables in
because everybody seems to really
enjoy pool. But, I like getting to know
the bartenders here and talk to them
more than anything else. They range
from early 20’s to 40’s and some of
them have families and fun things they
all do. It’s a good atmosphere.

What’s your favorite part
about this place? Game days.

I’m a busy person I like to keep going
and it’s nothing for us to get like
12,000 people through the bar on
those days. When I was a bouncer I
would have to go get ice for the bar
and there were some times where I
would just be bringing up nonstop and
would be like, “Are you guys giving ice
away or something?” because they’re
just running through drinks all day.

Are there any do’s and
don’ts for patrons? My biggest

thing is for people to know what
they want before I get to them. It’s
a big problem when we’re busy and
someone flags the bartender down,
the bartender asks what they want and
then they turn to their six friends and
ask what everyone wants to drink. It
slows down everything. Basically, just
know your order.

S to r y a n d P h oto by C o l l i n s Laat sc h
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Defining The Relationship
College is a time of great discovery: Am I straight? Do I like thai food? Do I hate my dad? Should I join a band? Do I want to shave
my head? Should I invest in bitcoins?
But at the end of every night—after you’ve shaved your head and punished your toilet for dabbling in Thai food—you’re left staring
into your phone, internally asking the person on the other end of those three, gray typing dots one very important question:
“What are we?”
I, myself, wound up wondering this very thing night after $1.50 double well night (shout out to the homies at Out-R-Inn for fueling
so many regrettable texts). Classic Regina: get drunk and send all the texts on the ‘Strictly Forbidden’ list: “So do you even like
me?” “Do you wanna go on a date?” “Are you sleeping with anyone else?”
So, so lame, I know.
But I’m here to tell you that you have a right to know the answers to all those questions and there’s a way to get them that doesn’t
involve total social suicide.
Everything you need to know is buried in your iMessages. Here, let me show you....

M ad

Lib

I met this guy on _________________________ and he offered to take me out for dinner at _________________________. His profile seemed ___________________
dating website

so I said “what the hell,” why not? He picked me up from my _______________________________in a ________________________ and he was blasting
dorm/house/apartment

older car from the mid-1990s

_____________________________. Once we sat down, I quickly realized he smelled like ________________________ and ____________________. As the date went on, I
illicit drug

favorite TV show theme song

10:13am

adjective

favorite restaurant

liquor brand

had to wake him up _________ times and remind him what my name is ___________ times. Finally, as the date came to a close at___________, he attempted to
number

Hey, wanna hang out later?

kiss me on the ___________________________. I ________________________ him in the ____________________and I screamed ______________________________________.
non-sexual body part

I have a lot of homework

Hey

Me too, we can do it together
at my apartment?

verb that ends in -ed

body part

Lyric from Bodak Yellow by Cardi B

I guess it’s true, fuck boys will always be fuck boys.
What’s up?

How’s my girl?
She’s good:)

Okay cool :)

time past 11PM

different number

20 questions?

Pic?

Haha sure u first

I’ll be home around 5pm. Text
me after your last class

Hmmm… Have you ever been
with a ____ guy?

6:22pm

Heyy
10:51pm

Wow, haha, I just woke up

Umm, no you didn’t! Girl, if he ever uses
the excuses that he fell asleep, it’s a lie.
You know how I know? Because guys
who use that excuse use it all the time. All.
The. Time. And they always use it when
the timeframe for you guys to hang out
has came and gone, thus getting them out
of the plan. If he really wanted to follow
through, he would’ve set an alarm before
he fell asleep. He’s a flake. Bye.
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Ew. Although his initial coo may fool you,
don’t fall into his trap, I beg of you. You
may be thinking, “Oh, I’m HIS girl. That
must mean we’re exclusive?” Maybe in an
alternative universe where being exclusive
means he rakes in the nudes and you’re left
on the other end feeling used. He probably
has a bank of pictures from tons of girls
saved in that weird photo storage app that
looks like a calculator. In 2018, we are
seeing through your bull shit, Chad.
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This guy probably DM’ed you on Instagram
to ask for your number, didn’t he? Classic.
No matter how he labels himself—frat guy,
older guy, black guy, Brazilian guy, etc.—
what he’s saying is that the most important
thing he wants to know about you is your
sex life and how he fits into it. Fuck your
major, your hometown, and your mom,
let’s just get straight to the “fuck” part.
Jog on, my guy, jog on.
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